Transformation Services

Overview
Whether your Business is going through a significant
merger or acquisition, a production and efficiency
drive or just modernisation and development, aligning
processes, people, data and technology to deliver value
and synchronicity often requires you to run work streams
under a single transformation programme.
*Elite has significant experience and competence in
joining the core elements of a transformation programme
together to deliver an optimum business model. We are
clear that the true value of a transformation programme
is delivering efficiency and innovation to current
organisational requirements while supporting future
growth and delivering a permanent cultural change.

Methodology
Elite understands that every programme must deliver optimal business value and be driven by a cohesive framework
that ensures the most efficient decisions whilst delivering fully on business requirements.
Elite follows a Prince2 based in-house methodology to ensure the Business is pivotal in the review and selection of
transformation options and that business value/return on investment are considered, tracked and achieved throughout
the programme lifecycle. Whether your Business requires a programme template, addition of process or peer review of
best practice, our framework based methodology is proven through local and regional transformation programmes.
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Transformation Services

Gathering Requirements and Scoping Options
Our consultants understand that the critical success factors to an effective transformation programme begin with fully
defined process and data requirements from all key Business Stakeholders. Then the development of fit for purpose
business options, underpinned with the robust technology options that are measured against value, risk and return on
investment. Once reviewed and approved, a transformation programme framework is used to ensure the delivery of
the “to-be” processes, people and technology to support the optimum business model.

In-House Expertise
Our Consultant base has proven expertise in all levels of
Transformation Programmes across Local and Global Oil
& Gas Operators. Whether you are looking for a Global
Transformation Manager, Senior Asset Change Manager
or Local Transformation Work Lead, Elite has expertise
across all aspects of people, process and technology.
If you are looking for an end to end transformation team
equipped with methodologies and templates or individual
subject matter experts to enhance your own team, our
Consultants can provide the competencies you require to
reach your optimum business model.

Embedding Change and Maintaining Momentum
Elite understands that transforming your business is
not simply the delivery of a set of process, data and
technology changes.
The success of business transformation is achieved
through managed change that is driven by leadership and
results in cultural acceptance of the new business model.
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